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Abstract: In the last decades, global warming has changed the temperature. It caused an increasing the wildfire in everywhere. 
Wildfires affect people's social lives, animal lives, and countries' economies. Therefore, new prevention and control 
mechanisms are required for forest fires. Artificial intelligence and neural networks(NN) have been benefited from in the 
management of forest fires since the 1990s. Since that time, machine learning (ML) methods have been used in environmental 
science in various subjects. This study aims to present a performance comparison of ML algorithms applied to predict burned 
area size. In this paper, different ML algorithms were used to forecast fire size based on various characteristics such as 
temperature, wind, humidity and precipitation, using records of 512 wildfires that took place in a national park in Northern 
Portugal. These algorithms are Multilayer perceptron(MLP), Linear regression, Support Vector Machine (SVM), K-Nearest 
Neighbors (KNN), Decision Tree and Stacking methods. All algorithms have been implemented on the WEKA environment. 
The results showed that the SVM method has the best predictive ability among all models according to the Mean Absolute 
Error (MAE) metric. 
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Orman Yangınlarını Tahminlemede Makine Öğrenmesi Metotlarının Karşılaştırılması.  
 
Öz: Son on yılda, küresel ısınma sıcaklığı değiştirdi. Orman yangınlarının her yerde artmasına neden oldu. Orman yangınları 
insanların sosyal yaşamlarını, hayvan yaşamlarını ve ülke ekonomilerini etkiler. Bu nedenle orman yangınları için yeni önleme 
ve kontrol mekanizmalarına ihtiyaç duyulmaktadır. 1990'lı yıllardan itibaren orman yangınlarının yönetiminde yapay zeka ve 
sinir ağlarından yararlanılmaktadır. O zamandan beri, çevre biliminde çeşitli konularda makine öğrenmesi (ML) yöntemleri 
kullanılmıştır. Bu çalışma, yanan alan boyutunu tahmin etmek için uygulanan ML algoritmalarının performans karşılaştırmasını 
sunmayı amaçlamaktadır. Bu yazıda, Kuzey Portekiz'deki bir milli parkta meydana gelen 512 orman yangınının kayıtları 
kullanılarak sıcaklık, rüzgar, nem ve yağış gibi çeşitli özelliklere dayalı olarak yangın boyutunu tahmin etmek için farklı ML 
algoritmaları kullanılmıştır. Bu algoritmalar Lineer regresyon, Destek Vektör Makineleri (SVM), Çok Katmanlı Algılayıcı, K-
En Yakın Komşular (KNN), Karar Ağacı ve Yığınlama yöntemleridir. Tüm algoritmalar WEKA ortamında gerçeklenmiştir. 
Sonuçlar, Ortalama Mutlak Hata (MAE) metriğine göre tüm modeller arasında SVM yönteminin en iyi tahmin yeteneğine sahip 
olduğunu göstermiştir. 
 
Anahtar kelimeler: Makine Öğrenmesi, Random Forest, Destek Vektör Makineleri, Karar Ağacı, WEKA. 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Forests are one of the most important resources of the world's ecological balance. Also, it provides oxygen 
for people and natural living areas for animals. The world has been losing its forests rapidly as a consequence of 
wildfires and tree cutting uncontrollably. Wildfire as a natural disaster has severe effects on all living creatures. 
Also, it has extremely large economic and social consequences. During the last few decades, gigantic wildfires 
have occurred in various places of the world. Creating a trustworthy model to predict the size of the burned area 
in a forest fire is necessary to allocate resources optimally for fire departments. In this paper, ML models have 
been used to predict how much fire will grow using the dataset that includes wind speed, humidity, location 
information, temperature, etc. The output of prediction is the burning area and its unit hectares. 

A wildfire susceptibility map for the two fire seasons in the Liguria region in Italy was created and validated 
by using the Random Forest (RF) method [1]. The susceptibility map was investigated considering the dataset of 
mapped fire environments covering a 21-year period (1997-2017) and different environmental susceptibility 
factors.  Also, the authors aim to compare the performance of ML models. The proposed model is better than the 
other models to predict areas which were affected by a fire. Hung Van Le and friends [2] suggested a novel deep 
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neural network model for the prediction of wildfires in a tropical region. They proposed  3 hidden layers to create 
a wildfire susceptibility map for the Gia Lai province in Vietnam which is called deep neural computing. 

A literature review covering 300 publications by the end of 2019 was investigated in [3] to show that ML 
methods can be used in wildfires. It is shown that the common methods are RF, NN, SVM, Decision trees. Stella 
and friends use machine learning to address the next day forest fire prediction problem. An ML method utilizing 
Tree Ensemble and NN, where a large parameter search procedure is performed through cross-validation, has been 
applied to determine powerful models that are expected to generalize fine on the new data[4] . Meteorological 
parameters such as temperature, average rains to understand scale of a forest fire can be used. These parameters 
have been used as a input values for these forecast models, such as long short-term memory (LSTM) 
backpropagation neural network (BPNN) and recurrent neural network (RNN). The experimental results show, the 
scale of fire can be predict at the onset onccurence with these informations  [5]. ML techniques such as RF, SVM 
and Logistic Regression (LR) have been exploited to build susceptibility map and compared for the study area of 
Northern Iran. It was revealed that RF has the highest accuracy and suited for wildfire sensitivty evaluation[6]. 
Novel gradient boosting models have been applied to predict wildfire activity trained with loss function Extreme-
Value theory have been exploited for generate loss function. In the study, the benchmarked against boosting 
scheme was designed and shown to provide a better proxy for test set performance than pure cross validation. 
Estimates are compared against reinforcement approaches with different loss functions[7]. BPNN, RNN and 
LSTM techniques have been applied to data set which include Alberta region meteorological parameters taken 
from Canadian National Fire Database (CNFDB) [8]. In the study, length of fire time have been exploited along 
with meteorological parameters to predict burning area.   

Authors recommend that to have placed sensors that has massive resolution at the initial phase of fire to 
predict scale of wildfire. Different synthetic data generation techniques and different ML models have been applied 
the created synthetic dataset. Results have shown that SVM method has most accuracy to predict large forest fires 
[9]. Uncertainty is big problem to predict fire, in literature multi-fidelity technqies have became attractive from 
wildfire researchers, recently. Multi-fidelity techniques have been used to understand fire spread als Monte-Carlo 
and multi level Monte-Carlo simulation methods have been compared[10]. Not only weather parameters also 
smoke information has been used to predict wildfire events in early stage. LSTM has been applied with 
convolutional layers for smoke detection and reached high accuracy 97.8% [11]. Forecast future wildfires is vital 
point as well in forest fires management. Daily forest fire probability map forecast has been carried out using deep 
fully convolutinal neural network called AllConvNet. Authors estimated future burn probability map for next 
seven days using 2006-2017 wildfire period for Australia[12]. 

Predictive models such as RF, LR, Ridge Regression have been applied for estimate burning area size in [13]. 
The dataset contains parameters meausured in wildfires between 1911-2015 in the United States. RF algorithm 
has better performance than LR and Ridge Regression. Beşli and Tenekeci used the data obtained from the 
satellites for prediction. Forest fires were estimated using Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NVDI), Land 
Surface Temperature (LST) and Thermal anomaly (TA) data calculated from satellite data. Decision trees were 
used to make predictions from the mentioned data. 70% of the data was used to be used as training and remaining 
as a test. The average performance of the applied method was determined by repeating the training and testing 
process 10 times with different data. In the experiments carried out, the fires were predicted correctly with an 
average sensitivity of 98.62%. The actual situation was determined with an average accuracy of 93.11% [14]. RF, 
linear regression, Stacked Regressor, NN, SVM and KNN algorithms have been used for forecast the burned areas 
with two different data set. Algorithms have been implemented on the Python environment. Also Data sets have 
taken from Kaggle and UCI, respectively. Performance of used ML algorithms compared each other. MAE and 
MAPE error metrics have been used to evaluate the performance of the models[15]. Logistic regression has been 
applied for predicting areas that can be burned using past meteorological parameters. This technique is easy to 
implement and also facilitates interpretation of the results obtained and possible duplication of the methodology 
in other regions or countries. [16]. Trucchia and friends proposed a study which is RF based. Their approach is 
about to obtain national susceptibility maps in Italy. Each pixel of the study are is classifed by the model. 
Experimental results show the ability of RF to notice the most senstive areas with defined factors[17]. 

It is aimed to demonstrate the performance comparison of ML algorithms applied to estimate the burned area 
size. For this purpose, Linear Regression, SVM, MLP, KNN, Decision Tree and Stacked Regressor methods were 
applied in WEKA environment. The estimation performance of these methods is compared to the MAE 
performance metric. In addition, the obtained results are presented by comparing with Moore’s study[15].  
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2. Material and Methods 
2.1. Dataset 
 

The dataset was taken from the UCI site. The dataset consists of fires in a national park in northern Portugal 
between January 2000 and December 2003. It was collected using two different sources. The first of these sources 
were prepared by the inspector responsible for forest fires in the park. The inspector recorded time, date, location 
(x and y), Fine Fuel Moisture Code (FFMC), Duff Moisture Code (DMC), Drought Code (DC), Initial Emission 
Index (ISI), and total burned area data for each fire. The second source was prepared using the meteorological 
station in the park. The meteorological station recorded various weather information like temperature (Celsius), 
relative humidity, rain, wind speed. The datas were collected from two sources and converted into a single dataset 
with a total of 512 entries [18]. In this study, the burning area size attribute was tried to be estimated. The sample 
dataset content is shown in Table 1. The distribution histogram of the features are given in Figure 1. 

 
Table1. Example of UCI dataset file[18] 

 
X Y Month Day FFMC DMC DC ISI Temp RH Wind Rain Area 

7 5 Mar Fri 86.2 26.2 94.3 5.1 8.2 51 6.7 0 0 
7 4 Oct Tue 90.6 35.4 669.1 6.7 18 33 0.9 0 0 
7 4 Oct Sat 90.6 43.7 686.9 6.7 14.6 33 1.3 0 0 
8 6 Mar Fri 91.7 33.3 77.5 9 8.3 97 4 0.2 0 
8 6 Mar Sun 89.3 51.3 102.2 9.6 11.4 99 1.8 0 0 
8 6 Aug Sun 92.3 85.3 488 14.7 22.2 29 5.4 0 0 
8 6 Aug Mon 92.3 88.9 495.6 8.5 24.1 27 3.1 0 0 
8 6 Aug Mon 91.5 145.4 608.2 10.7 8 86 2.2 0 0 
8 6 Sep Tue 91 129.5 692.6 7 13.1 63 5.4 0 0 
7 5 Sep Sat 92.5 88 698.6 7.1 22.8 40 4 0 0 
7 5 Sep Sat 92.5 88 698.6 7.1 17.8 51 7.2 0 0 
7 5 Sep Sat 92.8 73.2 713 22.6 19.3 38 4 0 0 
6 5 Aug Fri 63.5 70.8 665.3 0.8 17 72 6.7 0 0 
6 5 Sep Mon 90.9 126.5 686.5 7 21.3 42 2.2 0 0 
6 5 Sep Wed 92.9 133.3 699.6 9.2 26.4 21 4.5 0 0 
6 5 Sep Fri 93.3 141.2 713.9 13.9 22.9 44 5.4 0 0 
5 5 Mar Sat 91.7 35.8 80.8 7.8 15.1 27 5.4 0 0 
8 5 Oct Mon 84.9 32.8 664.2 3 16.7 47 4.9 0 0 
6 4 Mar Wed 89.2 27.9 70.8 6.3 15.9 35 4 0 0 
6 4 Apr Sat 86.3 27.4 97.1 5.1 9.3 44 4.5 0 0 
6 4 Sep Tue 91 129.5 692.6 7 18.3 40 2.7 0 0 
5 4 Sep Mon 91.8 78.5 724.3 9.2 19.1 38 2.7 0 0 
7 4 Jun Sun 94.3 96.3 200 56.1 21 44 4.5 0 0 
7 4 Aug Sat 90.2 110.9 537.4 6.2 19.5 43 5.8 0 0 
7 4 Aug Sat 93.5 139.4 594.2 20.3 23.7 32 5.8 0 0 
7 4 Aug Sun 91.4 142.4 601.4 10.6 16.3 60 5.4 0 0 

 
 
It was considered that some parameters such as temperature, wind, and humidity would be very correlated 

with the burning area. However, during the preliminary research phase on the data, it was observed that even these 
highest correlated features of the data set were low correlated with the burning field. As represented in Figure 2(a), 
the wind has a low relationship to the burning area in the data set. Small-scale fires occur all months of a year 
whereas large-scale occurred mostly during the summer seasons. This relationship has been shown in Figure 2(b). 

The correlation matrix was generated with the help of Python program to measure the correlation between 
dataset features which can be seen in Figure 3. The correlation value of -0.076 between burned area and relative 
humidity (RH) indicates an inverse relationship between these data. In this case, it can be seen that the RH data is 
one of the weak indicators in estimating the fire size. Examining the correlation matrix, the lack of high correlation 
between burning areas and other data complicates it difficult to predict fire size. Besides, Figure 3 shows the 
importance of weather parameters such as temperature, wind for estimating burning areas size, which has a high 
correlation. 
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Figure 1. The distrubution histogram of dataset features 

 

 
Figure 2(a). Relationship between wind (km/h) and burned area (hectares) 

 

 
Figure 2(b). Relationship between the months of the fire and the burning area as hectare. 
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Figure 3. Correlation matrix of features for area estimation 

 
2.2. WEKA 
 
 WEKA is a modular data mining tool produced by New Zealand's University of Waikato under a free GNU 
license [19]. It contains many methods, algorithms, libraries, and ready-made functions. Many features that are 
newly developed or not included with the standard program can be downloaded free of charge from the WEKA 
platform and can be integrated into the program as requested by the user. Since WEKA program is produced using 
Java, during development, its libraries have .jar extensions which provides convenience in the integration process 
of many programs produced with Java. Data preprocessing, classification, clustering, association and visualization 
can be done easily on the WEKA platform. In order to perform these operations, the extension of the file must be 
arff. However, the conversion of data in different extensions can be done easily. So the methods were tested in 
WEKA environment and 10 fold cross validation was chosen to trained the test pattern. 
 
2.3. Linear Regression  
 

Representing the relationship between two or more variables with a straight line is called Linear Regression 
[20].  Figure 4 shows an example linear regression model. The blue points describe the data, the red line defines 
the relationships between these variables. The closest linear result to the connection between the two variables is 
obtained. A line equation is obtained that will pass to cover as much of the sample data as possible which predicts 
future data [21]. 

 

 
Figure 4. Example a linear regression model [22] 
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2.4. SVM 
 
SVM [23-24] is frequently used in classfication problems which aims to find the line that has the maximum 

distance between the points placed on a hyper plane. In order to draw the border, two lines close and parallel to 
each other are drawn for both groups and these lines are brought closer together to produce the borderline. The 
most appropriate function is to try to be estimated for separating the data from each other [25]. If a linear boundary 
cannot be found for classification, the boundary is searched by moving the data to another multidimensional space.  
It is more common to use for complex small and medium sized datasets [26]. The presented dataset in this study 
is medium-sized. 

 
2.5. Neural Networks 
 

NN is a ML model built in layers[27-28]. MLP[29] is one of the neural network methods which is proposed 
in the study. It tries to automatically realize abilities such as deriving new information, creating and discovering 
through learning. Classification can be made using threshold values. MLP have an input layer, one or more hidden 
layers, an output layer, and transitions between layers called back-and-forward propagation. The input layer gets 
the data and sends it to the middle layer. Then this information is send to the next layer. The number of hidden 
layers is adjusted between at least and need. Each layer’s output, becomes the input of the next layer. Thus, the 
output is reached[30]. 

 
2.6. KNN 
 

KNN is one of the ML methods used for regression and classification in supervised learning[31-32]. It is 
considered the simplest machine learning algorithm. KNN is based on estimating the class of the vector formed 
by the independent variables of the value to be estimated, based on the information in which class the nearest 
neighbors are dense [33]. KNN makes predictions on two basic values such as distance and number of neighbors 
[34]. An example KNN model is shown with three classes in figure 5. In this study, the number of neighbors is 
selected as n=1, n=5, n=10 and n=50 respectively and the results were compared. 

 

 
Figure 5. Example a KNN model [35] 

 
2.7. Decision Tree 
 

Decision tree is the tree-based algorithm which is commonly used in regression and classification problems 
[36].  It can be used in complex datasets [37]. The tree model is created by dividing possible decision groups into 
small sub groups by applying simple decision-making steps. The first node of the decision tree is the root and the 
other nodes connected to the roots are leaf nodes [38]. An example decision tree model is given in figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Example a Decision Tree model [39] 

 
2.8. Stacked Regressor 
 

Stacked regressor is used to combine multiple predictors which has been applied since a set of models 
performs better at burning areas at different places [40]. The principal concept of this technique is to assemble the 
complementary merits of multiple models to boost the total performance of the ensemble model [41]. Ensemble is 
one of the machine learning methods that combines the prediction results of more than one base model in order to 
obtain more powerful and generalizable results compared to a single model. An example stacked regressor model 
is given in figure 7. The figure illustrates that, the training data is tested on three different models in the first stage 
and predictions are obtained. At the second level, these predictions are generalized and expressed as a single 
output. 

 

 
Figure 7. Example a Stacked regressor model [42] 

 
3. Results and Discussion 
 

The identified models were trained on the UCI dataset and the models were evaluated based on the MAE 
metric on the respective test sets. MAE is a performance metric calculated by dividing the sum of the absolute 
values of the differences between the actual and the predicted results by the total number of data. Since MAE is 
easily interpreted, it is frequently used in the fields of machine learning and artificial neural network. Table 2 
shows the performance results which are obtained comparatively. The best value of the MAE is obtained with 
SVM as 12.8879 and the worst one is MLP is 38.7481. SVM has the best overall prediction ability among all 
models for the MAE metric in the dataset. However, when all the results are examined, it is seen that very high 
accuracy results are not achieved. This shows that the parameters used cannot predict fire sizes with high accuracy. 
It means that the correlations between the lit fields and the input parameters are weak. SVM performed better as 
the values in the UCI dataset were likely to be distributed over a small range. Considering the results in Table 2, 
the least accurate results are obtained from the MLP according to the MAE metric. This is thought to be due to the 
small amount of data and insufficient features. 
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Table 2. Model performances of according to the MAE metric 

 
ML MODELS MAE 

Lineer Regression 20.0857 

SVM 12.8879 

NN 38.7481 

KNN (N=1) 23.8073 

KNN (N=5) 20.6596 

KNN (N=10) 20.3174 

KNN (N=50) 18.9255 

Decision Tree 19.1364 

Stacking 18.5918 

 
In addition, the obtained results were compared with the results obtained in which was performed in 

Phyton[15]. The same data set and methods were used. Table 3 shows the comparison results. When Table 3 is 
examined, although the results obtained from the Linear regression, SVM, KNN, Stacking methods are compatible, 
the results obtained from the MLP and Decision tree methods are completely inconsistent. Our proposed approach 
was carried out in the WEKA program. For this reason, it is thought that one of the reasons for the differences in 
the results obtained may be the difference in the program used. In addition, it is thought that the other reason for 
the difference may be the difference in the data preprocessing stage. Finally, in the study of [15], more than one 
dataset was used, but in this study it was studied on a single dataset. For these reasons, it was concluded that there 
may be differences between the results obtained. 

 
Table 3. Comparison of study results with [15] 

 
  MAE (Our study) MAE [15] 

Linear Regression 20.0857 15.547 

SVM 12.8879 6.334 

NN 38.7481 8.264 

KNN  18.9255 15.53 

Decision Tree 19.1364 31.5 

Stacking 18.5918 9.45 

 
4. Conclusion 
 

In this study, various machine learning methods were used to estimate fire size based on various 
characteristics such as temperature, wind, humidity and precipitation using 512 wildfire records that took place in 
a national park in Northern Portugal. These methods are Linear regression, SVM, MLP, KNN, Decision Tree and 
Stacking. Models were evaluated based on the MAE metric in the relevant test sets. It has been seen that the SVM 
method has the best predictive ability among all models for the MAE metric in the data set. According to the MAE 
metric, it was observed that the least accurate results were obtained from the MLP method.   

In this study a dataset from Northern Portugal was used. For future work if a similar dataset belonging Turkey  
can be found then It will be able to possible to estimate the size of the burning area over the dataset with the 
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alternative ML methods. In addition, the number of data and more parameters such as weather and environmental 
factors in the dataset used in this study can be increased to improve the prediction success.  
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